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’Music Man’ Opening
Tonight 2 Sellouts
At press time yesterday a few
tickets were still available for
the opening performance of Meredith Willson’s "Music Man" at
8:15 tonight in the College Theatre.
Tickets are sold out, however,
for tomorrow evening’s performance and for the 2 p.m. matinee on
Saturday, Dec. 10.
Admission to the evening show
tonight and Friday, Dec. 9, is $1.25
for SJS students and $2.50 for others. Prices for performances on
Wednesday and Thursday evening
is $1 for students and $2 for
others.
Tickets may he obtained at the
College Theatre Box Office outside
the Speech and Drama Building
between 1 and 5 p.m.
RIVER CITY BAND
The musical concerns a confidence man who attempts to sell
the people of River City instruments to form a band, thereby
keeping the town youths out of
trouble. Background of the play
is Iowa of 1912.
Co-directors of the production
are Dr. Edwin Dunning, associate
professor of mimic. Associate musical director is Dwight Cannon, instrueor in music.
Music will be provided by members of the SJS Jazz Ensemble.
Concert master is Gary Beswick,
graduate music major and solo
violinist.
Dan E. Staples, senior drama
major, portrays Harold Hill, the
smooth-talking traveling salesman.
Marian Paroo, the town librarian,
is played by Louise Bereseford,
senior,.music major.
MAYOR’S FAMILY
Wes Finlay portrays Mayor
Shinn, and other roles are played
by Susan Hanifen, Eulalie Shinn;
Pamela Simmons, Zaneeta Shinn;
Sallyanne Ericksen, Gracie Shinn.
Rosa Morin, Mrs. Paroo; Rex D.
Hays, Charlie Cowell; John Winkler, Ewert Dunlop; Lee Kopp, Oil.

Ski Team Presents
Movie Tomorrow
The SJS ski team will sponsor
"Ski West," ski film by Jim Rice
Productions, tomorrow evening at
8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The $1 admission charge makes
the student eligible for one of 19
door prizes ranging from a pair of
Fischer skis and bindings to several lift tickets.
The second feature on the bill is
"Fatman and Bobbin" In a ski adventure.
Tickets are available at the Student Affairs Business Office, Building It, and at the door.

CER To Present
’Power’ Rebuttal
A rebuttal to "Black Power" advorate Stokeley Carmichael will
be presented Saturday evening by
Collegians for Educational Responsibility ((’ER) at Roosevelt Junior
high School, 901 E. Santa Clara
St., at 8 p.m.
Admission to the event is free.
The public is invited.
Two films, "Anarchy U.S.A." and
"Civil Rights -- The Red Reconstruction," will be shown. The
"Anarchy" film draws parallels between the development of civil turmoil in the United States and
other nations. The second film purports to document the pro-Communist backgrounds of many prominent Civil rights leaders.

ver Iii.x; Raymond Ankrorn, Jacey
Squires; Leonard Cooper, Olin
Britt; Joseph Lonon, MarcellusWashburn; Dennis Studebaker,
Tommy Djilas.
Susan Mason, Alma Hix; Nyla
Lyon, Maud Dunlop; Janet Williamson, Ethel Toffelmeir; Patricia
O’Neill, Mrs. Squires; Catherine
Huntsinger, Bertha Terwilliger;
and Philip J. Bargabus, Constable
Locke and the Conductor.
FACULTY OFFSPRING
Featured are children of SJS
faculty, including Edwin and Debbie Dunning, son and daughter of
Dr. Dunning, and Joshua and
Wayne Koestenbaum, children of
Dr. Peter Koestenbaum, professor
of philosophy.
Jeffrey Smith Haws, son of Mrs.
Carol Haws, production choreographer and assistant professor of
physical education, appears as Winthrop Pam.
Traveling salesmen in the the
play include Chris Bricker, Robert
Ryan, and John Winkler. Townspeople include David Brandt, Linda
Fields, Alan Grant; Janet Holgerson, Jo Hubert; Andrea Keats;
Pam Lent and Linda Manger.
Other townspeople are Sherry
Marshall, J. P. Prater, Kirby Shaw,
Nini Shaw, Anita Wexler and
Kathryn Wickett

By RICK SKINNER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A protest rally in sympathy of
the student demonstrations at the
University of California at BerkeNo. 47
ley will take place on Seventh
Street at 1:30 this afternoon.
Students for a Democratic Society is sponsoring the SJS demonstation.
Phil Whitten, member of SDS’s
governing council, said yesterday
he will call for a student-faculty
boycott of classes "if response to
our rally warrants the move."
Mario Savio, leading figure in
the 1964 riots and again in the
forefront in the current U.C. uproar, has "tentatively accepted" an
invitation to speak at SJS during
the rally, according to Whitten.
Stanley C. Benz, SJS dean of
students, expressed hopes students,
in stating their opinions of freedom
and democracy, would respect the
rights of others.
"You can say what you wish,"
Dean Benz said, "but let the other
guy say what he wants to, also.
I reaffirm SJS Pres. Robert D.
Clark’s statement in 1965 that
people should always be free to
express themselves as long as their
statements and actions don’t impinge upon the rights and freedoms of others.
STUDENT RIGHTS

"Students do have a right to go
to class. They should be able to
go to class and their access to
class should not be hindered. If
they choose not to go to class, that
is their choice," he said, in reference to the possibility of a student strike at SJS.
The Associated Students at UC
(ASUC) voted late Wednesday
Photo by Bill Bayley
night to call for a student strike
to boycott classes until student
CONFIDENCE MAN Harold Hill, played by Dan E. Staples,
demands are met, according to
senior drama major, warns the River City townspeople of impendyesterday’s Daily Californian, UCs
ing trouble unless their children are kept out of mischief. They will
student newspaper.
appear in the campus production of "Music Man" at 8:15 tonight
The protest and boycott erupted
in the College Theatre.
Wednesday when Berkeley police,
responding to a UC administration
call, arrested nine persons. Three
of these were UC students.
The arrests came as a result of
a disturbance during anti-war
picketing of Navy recruiters on
the UC campus.
A similar disturbance occurred
at SJS Oct. 26, which resulted in
the arrest of one student, Nick
Kopke, on a charge (later dropped)
Heaven," "Come, Hasten, Ye Shep- tenor soloist Warren Brown, senior of disturbing the peace.
herds," "Carol of the Flowers" and history major. The men’s final seCROWD DISPERSED
"Let Our Gladness Know No End," lection will be Roy Ringwald’s
by Emma Lou Diemer, Ford Foun- "Carol, Brothers, Carol."
After Kopke’s arrest, the crowd,
dation composer.
"Nowell Sing We Now," by Wil- which had gathered on Seventh
They also will sing "The Lambs liam J. Erlendson, professor of mu- Street to view a demonstration
to the Lamb," by Paul Creston, sic and A Cappella Choir director, against a Navy recruiting van, disnoted contemporary composer.
will be presented by the Glee Club persed without further incident.
The Men’s Glee Club, accomp- Chorale. The group also will perSavio, recently refused readmitanied by Dae Baird, graduate mu- form Cecil Cope’s "Quid Petis, 0 tance to UC, was one of those arsic major, will open their segment Fill?" and Menotti’s "Shepherd’s rested in Berkeley Wednesday. He
of the program with three carols Chorus."
returned to the UC campus yesterby Alfred Burt, "Caroling, CarolThe Combined Glee Clubs will day to speak in favor of the stuing;" "All on a Christmas Morn- close the program with "Surely He dent strike.
ing," and "We’ll Dress the House." hath borne our griefs" and "Lift
ASUC, in their Wednesday night
"Still, Still, Still," a traditional up your heads, 0 ye gates" from mass meeting attended by more
Austrian carol, will ix. sung by Handel’s "Messiah."
than 3,000 students, adopted five

Glee Clubs To Perform
Christmas Music Tonight
The "Shepherd’s Chorus" from
Menotti’s opera "Amahl and the
Night Visitors" will be among
highlights of the Men’s and Women’s Glee Clubs presentation of
Christmas music tonight at 8:15
in Concert Hall. Admission is free.
Under the direction of Brent
Heisinger, assistant professor of
music, the Women’s Glee Club will
open the concert with "A Carroll"
by Betty Johnson.
Elizabeth Miehe, junior music
major will accompany the group
as they also perform four Christmas song s, "Rejoice Thee, 0

Experimental College

proposals. According to the Daily
Californian, these included: (1)
that there be a strike by students
until noon (yesterday), at which
time a rally on the Sproul Hall
(administration building) steps
would be called to discuss how long
to continue the strike; (2) that
students and non-students be accorded the same rights on campus
as military and other governmental agencies; (3) that UC administration grant amnesty to all students involved in the events
Wednesday and work to secure
dropping of criminal charges
against students and non-students
in connection with what went on
Wednesday; (4) that the University promise not to call police onto
campus to handle political situations; and (5) that the University
grant judicial review, open hearings and due process in its conduct
of disciplinary proceedings.
CLASSES CANCELLED
Whitten, who visited UC yesterday, said the demonstration, leaflets, speeches and rallies have resuited in "over half of all classes
being (unofficially) cancelled."
Jack Howard, assistant manager
for UC public information, said
yesterday, "I don’t think anyone

the Students for a Democratic Society in cooperation with AS!),
"The College embraces the concept of student initiated courses,
offering the students more diversification in the choice of electives,"
Lokey said. "For example, under
this new program it would be
possible for an engineering major
to fulfill a requirement in sociology
by starting a class in the social
effects for the American population on the engineering profession."
Lokey also cited "The Disc
Joekey." "The College and War."
and "Film and Visits,) Dynamics"
as titles of eourses now in progress
at SFS tinder the new program.
CITES DETAILS
"Courses in the Experimental
College may be taken for credit in
one of three ways," Lokey explained. "The students in every
case must first have the consent
of an instructor to teach the
course. Classes can be arranged
through Dr, Frank Wylie, coordi-

nator of the college extension services who makes the final derision
as to which courses will be credited. However, a $3 per unit administrative fee will be charged," he
concluded. Lokey added that 24
units of extension credit may be
applied towards graduation.
"Individual departments may allow student initiated courses for
credit under the Special Studies,
IRO and 298 manhered (-lasses, hut.
only four units can he used towards
gra dna I ion without special petition,," the rhairman further explained.
The All College Curriculum Committee, chaired by Dr. Dudley T.
Moorehead, is the final means for
approval of classes for credit cited
by Lokey. Courses taken before
the College committee require from
one and a half years for approval.
ExperimentalCollege classes and
seminars will still be available to
interested students for non-credit
If the courses dry not receive official accreditation through the cam.

By a 10-6-0 vote, Student Council Wednesday deemed it necessary
for campus organizations to draw
up detailed agendas of their programs. This action followed Chief
Justice Steve Thomas’ report that
the indecision of the Judiciary on
the religious implications of the
Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony
had been due to inadequate evidence.
Phil Whitten, graduate representative, last week objected to Council’s allocation of $100 for the ceremony on the grounds that it violated the separation of church and
state ruling.
Graduate representative Dick
Miner said, "Council should ask the
sponsoring organization to draw up
a detailed agenda of the ceremony
for the Judiciary so it can make
an interpretation of whether or not
It is a religious ceremony."
The ceremony is scheduled for
Wednesday, Dec. 7.
In other action, Council endorsed
Phil Whitten’s resolution that
voice amplification be allowed on
Seventh Street on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays between
classes.
College policy now allows the
use of bullhorns and microphones
on the south end of Seventh
Street.
The graduate representative’s
resolution calls for use of voice
amplifiers anywhere on Seventh
Street during class breaks.
Council approved the idea of
sending a resolution to Gov. Edmund G. Brown asking him to
grant clemency to 63 men condemned to death. The resolution
asks that their sentences be commuted to life imprisonment.
ASB Pres. Jerry Spotter was
asked to set up a booth on campus to take signatures on a petition to the governor.
Vic Lee, delegate to the ASG
pus administration. In such cases convention, presented a report to
no registration is required and
there are no fees. Accredited
classes may also he audited in this
program with no charge.
FORUM PLANNED
Lokey will conduct an Experimental College forum this afternoon at 1:30 on Seventh Street
near the barbecue pits.
The "new concept" will also he
one of the topics discussed at an
open-end forum tonight at 7:30 in
E132.
The forum, "Education at the
Crossroads," will inelude a panel
discussion by prominent campus
educators followed by open comments from the floor.
The student - faculty open - end
forum program was started three
years ago by Tall Delta Phi in
an effort to provide discussion on
Issues affecting the students at
SJS. This year it has been reactivated by the ASB Executive
Council on a trial basis,

FAVORS STRIKE
Whitten, declaring himself in favor of an SJS student strike, said,
"A strike here will accomplish a
unification of students by providing a common ground of interest.
The administration will have to
realize they can’t treat students as
children by Implementing paternalistic views."
The eruption at UC is the largest and most violent of several
occuring this week around the
nation. Besides UC, demonstrations have been held at the Michigan State University campus,
Stanford, and UC at Santa Barbara tin sympathy with their
Berkeley counterparts). Rallies
supporting the Berkeley students
went on yesterday at UC at Davis
and San Francisco State College.

Yuletide Ceremony Sparks
Council Agenda Measure

Extensive Planning Begins
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Extensive planning for the Experimental College program, which
was introduced in Student Council
Wednesday by Graduate Representative Phil Whitten, is already
in full swing with 11 professors
committed to offer classes, beginning in 1967.
The "new educational concept.,"
which calls for a full partnership
among students, faculty, and administration, is a prototype of the
British educational system.
The program follows a format
similar to the one adopted last
year by San Francisco State in
which students originate, administer and participate in the instruction of specially created classes
through the use of lectures and
seminars for eredit on a pass -fall
acconiing to Gene Lokey,
chairman of the Experimental College Committee.
The coMinittee is sponsored by

can predict what effect the demonstrations will have on tomorrow’s
attendance, We have shied away
from making a ’numbers game’
out of this. During the 1964 demonstrations, the public relations
office was accused by students of
being dishonest because the office
tried to estimate the number of
students involved. This time, we’ll
let the media come to UC and
determine things for themselves."

council concerning continuation of
SJS membership in the national
student government association.
Lee said, "Communication was
the most valuable thing SJS got
from the convention. Schools there
knew us better than any other
college. The public relations value
was very good."
A report from Perry Kneisel,
the other delegate to the Oklahoma convention, will be presented
next week.

Ad-Hoc Committee
To Plan Carnival
Groundwork was laid Wednesday
in Student Council meeting to
make the Winter Carnival plan
of ASB President Jerry Spolter’s
Ad-Hoc Committee a permanent
reality at SJS.
John Graham, sophomore representative, introduced a bill to establish a Winter Carnival Committee that would convene during
the spring semester and would
plan the annual ski event.
"The SJS Winter Carnival can
be one of the most outstanding
programs affecting a great number
of students," said Graham. "with
a minimum of expense to the
student body."
"Stanford and University of California at Berkeley put on very
successful carnivals each year,"
Graham added.
Spolter’s Ad-Hoc Committee,
headed by Don Sehl, senior journalism major, is planning now for
a carnival this winter during semester break.
Interclub and interfraternity
competition in many events such
as races, snow-statue contests, are
just part of the planned activities
which also would include a Snow
Queen contest and complete night
life activities.

Catholic Rule Causes
Fish Dealers Concern

NEW YORK (AP) --The day of
the first meat-permitted Friday
under new U.S. Roman Catholic
rules found fish dealers fearing the
worst -and preparing to fight
back.
The Market Research Corp. said
the end of meat abstinanee might
cause a drop of 8 to 10 per cent
In fish sales and commented:
"Even a drop of 5 per cent in fish
sales for the total United States
(-mild have serious effects on the
Industry."
"Food producers and retailers
should plan merchandising prograins which would promote fish

as a week -around dish," it said.
In Chicago, big Booth Fisheries
already had increased its advertising budget by 50 per rent --- to
$1,250,000 a year - and embarked
on a stepped up advertising campaign.
Said Rex T. Gage, vice president
in charge of marketing:
-The new rules will have some
repercussions at the start. but the
fish trade will build back up to
where it was, if not higher."
John von Glahn, director of the
New York Fisher Council of more
than 100 major fish wholesalers,
conceded that members must expect an initial decline in sales.
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For too long there has been a grave
echo of truth in the old cry of dissatisfied students, "1 don’t have time
for an education: I’m going to college."
SJS now has an opportunity Ill
lute intellectual thought by adoptsr
ing the experimental college program.
At San Francisco State, a similar
program includes some LIM students.
The Experimental College allows an
interested professor and his students to
decide how the class is to be run. They
are free of all conformities except
those that are self-imposed.
If this plan were to go into effect at
SJS, the first emphasis probably would
center on the Dynamics of Social
Changes. It would offer a inucli less
restrictive manner for young adults
trying to understand the foives of the
world around them.
Suds a plan is in keeping with the
aims of higher eduear . A college,
after all. exists for the benefit a its
students.

Staff Editorial

Abortion Laws Wrong
E% cry year more than one mill’
abortion- are performed Ill the I niteil
!states and 99 per rent of them a
illegal. Sje abortions in hospitals lone
1/..1.1/1111 I V% er. uhile dangerous abortions has iter111111. 11111111. l’011111111114
.1111. 1:15% 111 all 511 AllteS derlares
that therapeutie abortions are permissible only to sine a mother’s life. ’this
loran,- that if a %moan tried Ill 111111111111 1111’141O 411111 oas carr:%ing a child.
doctor- legally could gie Pier an abortion. The American la% stis that if a
%% mom’ I- raped and !tremor- pregnant,
-he "I ill 1110-t bear the child.
(Ilk kra(Iemy Of MOI11.1 lie \,5
that al/01111W 1415%, are
1-1114 10,1115
411111 toll dangerous to lie
Itol’I’1111
brushed off as a farce. 1)eath from
abortions ranks second in maternal
deaths ill the I. tidied State ,’-l- that the law
The \cadenly
abortions %slier’
be amended to
-111O l01101111411114. Or the pregnancy
viould grael impair the physical or
mental
of the mother. Or if the
child %mild be born 14 ith gra%e physieal
ii!. 111.11
Aburtinn,
h.. granted if
the nioth,r I. addicted to narcotics or
alcohol and is unable to care for the
child. or if the unborn child is a result
I! .1 -eN. crime or 111l’OSt.
..".10111. religions argue that aborting
dm fent- is a sill because it is killing
a -old that i- alie. and they beliet,e
dr..; 11,, per-oo has the right to deride
mho -hall Ike or (lie.
.1 here
not much logic to this
-oriel does Iticke this
thol.ghl
riglit. The 551,11d does tint need the
burdens and responsibilities of deformed or tlegenerate people. nor is it
necessary for a soeiety to base sue,’
unfortunate products grow up when
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could prethe rest of the popular
of the misery.
vent at least s
Certainly aborting unborn children
is not as drastic as the practice of a
Zulu tribeswoman. who, if upon the
birth of her child finds that the baby is
ii. it perfectly formed. buries him alive.
e are are not as brutal as the ancient
Spartans, who took their new-born deformed children and left them out On
a mountain to lel Mother Nature get
rid of them.
There is something wrongthere is
something very wrong with abortion
laws in the I nited States that need
to he drastically reformed. Until a new
law is passed this society will not rest.
SAL

"Give my regards to Broadway, remember me to Herald Square,
Tell all the gang at New Yok District Court that I
won’t soon be there ...!"

Thrust and Parry

’Misrepresentation’ Cited
the "elisluN lug" effects of stereotypes and
myths of which she is a contributor.
So I say to the writer, trial and error is
a costly process, and Black Power is determined to minimize this cost.

Negro Students Object
To Sparta Life Article
Editor:
The recent issue of Sparta Life has an
article entitled. "No Place for the Negro."
which attempts to depict so-called Negro attitudes and leadership at SJS. Let me begin
by saying that I, as well as the majority of
the black students mentioned in the article,
fell that this attempt by Sparta Life is erroneous, non-professional and libelous. What is
the twitter: of this misrepresentation by Sparta
1.11," . . .
implicid ions and inferences were relied upon
to such an extent by the writer, that several
attempts were made at defining terms and
attitudes supposedly attributable to black SJS
students.
For example, a "Black liorgeois" was described by the writer as a person who either
is a skilled laborer or holds a degree, and
which the black masses consider a traitor.
Adding to this, the writer further implied
that, "Negroes at SJS who were raised in
culturally deprived areas regard the bourgeois
Negro as almost a traitor." This is not even
a half truth, for if this is true, then It follows
that all present SJS black students are potential Bourgeoise, therefore traitors to the
black masses and themselves. I not only reject this notion, but resent the writer’s attempt to place guilt upon the shoulders of
black SJS students. Any black person is a
potential Black Bourgeois, with or without a
job or college degree. If your aspirations or
values are Bourgeois oriented, then you are
Bourgeois. You don’t need a job or degree
to imitate.
"Black Power" also was described by the
writer as "an effort to consolidate Negroes
for the expressed purpose of gaining political
power to actualize the equality and legal
rights promised when they were released from
slavery."
This description is correct and understood
to he
,r the goals of Black Power: however, 11,, Is rite,’ apparently is unaware of
-

Ji.sipli

Editor:
What is going un in the ASHrFlie Judiciary
steps in and cancels an election at the request
of the ASH president because Mr. Spotter
said the Student Council hadn’t followed the
proper procedures. While this farce was proceeding to the point of the Judiciary even
asking Sputter how he wanted the decision
worded, the Spartan Daily reporter swallowed
the entire performance like a candy-coated
the proposed
election dates were submited to the council
by Mr. Spoiler and his hand-picked election
board chairman, Paul Morey? Doesn’t the
reporter care that Mr. Spotter then had another week to consider the resulting legislation before signing it into law I which he subsequently did ?
Doesn’t the reporter care about Mr. Spolter’s illegal attempts to re-open applications
for ballot positions after two people had met
the requirements established by the Election
Code? Doesn’t the reporter care about Mr.
Spotter’s atempts to pressure one of the two
original candidates into withdrawing his protest against the illegal extension by threatening to remove the candidate’s name from the
ballot on a technicality resulting from the
theft (from the Union) of his petition?
Doesn’t the reporter care? Doesn’t the Daily
care? Don’t you want to care? From the looks
of things it seems last year’s recall conttoversy was directed at the wrong man.
Richard Menken
A5249

Mountain Wm Store

IRA MELTZER, senior, political science:
I think the first thing to be done is that students should be
organized to fol:mulate Their. grading system in each department.
They should be able to decide whether there should be any grades
at all. In each department it should be up to the students, and all
students should have an equal voice. Above all, it, should be removed
from the administration.
CARL MAULDIN, senior, philosophy:
I think they should leave it as it is. I think the instructors
should use subjective tests more because it’s easier for the instructor
to see if the student comprehends the subject matter. On objective
tests it’s more up to the instructors to guess the grades. I think
a pass-or-fail system would be good if all the instructors relied on
subjective tests.

JILL MELLOTT, junior, nursing:
If it were up to me, I think I’d grade the individual knowledge
of the student and not have so much competition. Of course, if I
were going to do it right, I’d fio away with grades altogether.

PAM SIMMONS, junior, psychology:
I think every teacher should make it explicit how he’s going
to grade and let every student have an equal chance. I don’t think
the class should be graded all on the final. The final shouldn’t be

comprehensive.

DAVID DENNISON, junior, psychology:
I’d like the tests to be balanced more with the lectures. All
the points should be cumulative. They should also grade on attendance. This system should be uniform across the school rather than
each teacher making up his own system.
Photos by Vince Streeno

The "Art" of Gift-Giving

Try one of our specialties.

by california book
.95

Cal book can show
you how easy and
inexpensive Christmas
shopping can be.

Both served on French

Volley Pair Shopping Cinder
n Si SI 5 Nint-iri

LOUIS LOOROFSKY, junior, political science:
I’d say not to put anything down on any permanent records
below a "C". It would be just like you never took the class, because
you have to make it up anyway. In reality, you never get anything
out of it.

tranquilizer.
Doesn’t the reporter care that

STEAK SANDWICH 1.25

3 STORES
Downtime Sae Jose
Ill S. 2nd
792-l447

What changes would you propose in the pr,,seitl
grading system at SJS?

F. Brooks
ARMS

Spoiler Accused of Using
Illegal, Pressure Tactics

or

A practical gift for
the beginning or x
periencecl artist
Large selection
priced from
$3.50 to $62.50

By CHARMAIN TYLER
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The Question Man

14

Hand -painted
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"Peanuts" calendars
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"Peanuts" books
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"Night of the Iguana" is tonight’s Friday Ft wk, shown at 7 and
9:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Directed by John Huston, the adaptation of the Tennessee Williams play stars Richard Burton, Ava Gardner. Deborah Kerr and
Sue Lyon.

do

JOHN DETRICK
Folk Singer
Tonight, 8:30-1 a.m.

Flowers say "Happy
Holidays’ in the nicest
way. Stop by today.

Co-Rec Sponsors Tour

COFFEE COKES DONUTS
FREE ADMISSION

10th & Santa Clara 292.0162

Regular

activities of Week End Co-Bee a ill be held in the Gyros
from 12:30 to 4:30 tomorrow afternoon.
For those persons over 21 interested in the tour of Falstaft
Brewery Thursday, tickets ifreei UM available from director Bob
Pitcher during the Co-Rec program, or contact Pitcher in the College
Union or at 286-1957, or contact Dave Colmar at 293-6352,
All transportation arrangements will be made when tickets are
picked up.

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
VOLKSWAGEN, MERCEDES AND PORSCHE.

1411.1ft-1
)1;1 111101.1;111,
Weeemse 2ne

GARAGE EUROPA

1967 110DAKA Mark 11

/1.1 010 .1
L:(111.
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SJS GRAD STUDENT Young Cha Kim will perform a Korean
fan dance in Saturday’s "An Evening of International Entertainment" scheduled for 8 p.m. in JCI41. The show, which will
be sponsored by SJS International Students’ Organization, will
feature entertainment from 13 countries including the USA.
Admission is open to students and the general public. Tickets
are available at the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R.

BLENDED GASOLINE
To Save You Money

SILVA SERVICE

Sin

That’s right! Silva Service is constantly improving its services
to save money for the customer. Now Silva has special gasoline pumps that blend 7 different grades of major brand
gasoline to suit your car requirements. Drive in and fill up
with the grade for your car. Were sure you’ll be satisfied.
EZY Cash Stamps Given
All Credit Cards Honored
78 S. 4th SILVA

members, $1 for students and $1.75
for the general public. Tickets are
available at the Student Affairs
ning of International EntertainBusiness Office, Building R, and
ment" this Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Internal ional
Students’ Cent or.
JC141, according to Tathaget

SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park If For You.

FANCY THAT . . . !

salia, IRO

Petition Deadline
Set for Grad Reps

publicity chairman.
The program will include acts
from 12 foreign countries including Korean folk songs by Miss Soon
Chan, International Queen of SJS.
a Middle East traditional dance by
Deadline for tiling slit insfor
Miss Colleen Bedrosian and a Persian dance by Miss Sareh Shahabi, two Graduate Representative positions. to he elected December 14
SJS junior.
and 15, has been extended to 4
Admission is 50 cents for ISO
pm Monday.
Five candidates who filed far
the positions, which will be decided with a Constitutional AmendMIAMI. Fla. rAP) The Miami ment, before the election was postNews said Thursday that Rep. poned last month, are still eligible.
All candidates must attend an
Adam Clayton Powell threatened
orientation meeting in the College
a Life magazine photographer with Union at 4 p.m. on Monday.
a shotgun on Bimini Island in the
Interviews will he held in the
Bahamas.
College Union at 2:30 p.m. MonThe newspaper said Life would day for Freshman Camp Director;
have a picture in its next issue, Tuesday for Human Relations
taken by photographer Lynn Pel- Commission, and Wednesday and
ham, showing Powell with a shot- Thursday for Homecoming Comgun in his hands.
mittee.
Pelham, a former Miami News
The freshman Camp Director is
photographer, was sent in Bimini responsible for the orientation
with instructions to stay close to meeting with freshman and trimsPowell. The Harlem Negro con’c students at Freshman Camp
gressman makes frequent trips to The Human Relations Cammission
Bimini, 50 miles off the Florida studies the problems of interpercoast, and reportedly has real es- sonal communication that have a
tate holdings there.
bearing on Student Body welfare.

Powell Accused

CANNED ANIMALS
Gourmet Line
Canned Foods
tasty FROG
lame DUCK
sf)icv MOUSE

4)2a
And fancy they are, too! Just right for that unusual Christ.
mas gift or good right from the can for a snack. Try all
three of the delicious flavorsFROG, DUCK, and MOUSE.
The cans come with a reusable, plastic lid so they can be
used over and over.

fet09.11
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for din Jack Frost Winds In Blink
Prepare! !foss? B fanning to Cr !Oda\ awl looking over the
great selection of coats. jaekek. raineisitt-. -twitters. eapris,
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bill

’399

inc. tag
Round Trip

From San Jose
to London:
From Paris
to San Jose:

JUNE 13
SEPT. 10

or

Prone Srt Jose
to London:
From Peris
to San Jose:

JUNE 17

SEPT. 4

at SJS, Ext. 2562
at Home, 264-9275

used

.1111.M1,

State Book Shop
389 S. First St,
297-4797
Ow Monday Hera Friday 9 to 9
Saturday until 6 p.m.

PRE-CHRISTNIAS SUPER SALE $2-5
Clearance Of
r
skirls, !douse, caprin and berFainom, name brands. Hurry! Assurimeuts won’t last
at these Ion’, low prices!

kr99F-1-

111E Q1LDED cAGE

GOODW11.1. 1N111 S HUES
it N. NIarket
1998 Alum Ruck -1.r.
’27,11.25 II

241.tenin

465 E. Wittia PI $t.. So Jasa. Ca ti-P.

PRE-CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
100% European Human Hair Wiglets

From $19.95
Matched to your hair color
ALSO

100% European Human Hair Wigs

$10.56 down and $9.30 per month
4189 WWI

includes 15 Free Sets and Styles

Junior Charge Plates Available

Start Your Christmas
Shopping at Berg’s.
Berg’s Vas one of the finest selections of men’s clothing and accos.
saris, in San Jose.
Choose a shirt by Kennington or
van Haitian, slacks by Haggar or
or Italian boots by Verdi.
You will find them all at Berg’s.

gitifty

niernational They Clul
\ 429 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE

52 S. First St.
295-0868

298-1964

There Are 13 Delicious
Ingredients In Henry’s
Famous 1/4 Lb. Basket
Burger! (Is that unlucky?)
1/4 lb. Pure Beef
B -B -Q Sauce
Mayo
Catsup
Salt
MSG
Non-pareil
Capers
Onions
Lettuce
Tomato
Relish
Sesame -Seed Bun
Crisp Golden
French Fries

59‘

Now....
It Rare St.
2954%12

Faster Service

.041,

HEAD
FOR

HENRY:9

515 S. Tenth St.

ICI

330 South Tenth Street
OPEN: Mon.-Thur. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Fri. -Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

:Cr (

SJS’ International Students’ Or-

ganization will present "An Eve-

McCoy Motors 1930 W. San Carlos
Plione: 297-5919
.;ales . . . Rental . . . Insurance

books,

books, paper backs or remainders
at the State Book Shop. Any op
proved oil company or other crecSt
’rod will be gladly accepted.

ISO international Evening’
Scheduled Saturday at 8 p.m.
Ile%

now

EUROPE
’67 tiq
aTa
Ain

Call
Prof. David Mage

"Charge It"

29540112

The Versatile Motorcycle
r

For trail or street. tbe
is a great combination.

Now! You can just say

When buying

1 850 LINCOLN AVENUE

11117.4-3.

’Iguana’ Shows Tonight

"The New
Wineskin"

ime

TWAIR’rN

?Few gpiep

24 hr. snow and ski import

tilt-

ifulg

onlit

1144day. December 2, UN

/4SPANTAN DAILY

SPIRTill A Till I
\DAN

:
iaI \c. lows. guest speaker liorn the
Uniersity of %Washington, also associated
with Campus Crusade

9:45 amt.Seminar:

5:45 p.m.Forum: Film.

The Stones Cry Out"

3rd and San klitortio
LOSER OF
THE WEEK:
RED CHINA
Held Over by Popular Demand

Vie Prett9 1(itten4
1500 ALMADEN ROAD

297-5566

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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SHOW
Thursday, Dec. 8, 7 p.m.
$2 ticket includes buffet supper,
all you can eat.
The Latest From London for Men and Women

MISS AIKO ONISHI, lecturer in music at SJS and noted pianist,
will give a concert to benefit the Santa Clara Philharmonic
Orchestra, Sunday at 3 p.m. at the Rosicrucian Auditorium in
San Jose.

SJS Instructor Presents
Benefit Concert Sunday
The Santa Clara Philharmoni
Women’s Society cc ill pl-.2SCIII
Miss Aiko Onishi, noted pianist
and SJS lecturer in music, in a
benefit concert Sunday at 3 p.m.
at the Rosicrucian Auditorium,
1342 Naglee Ave.
Miss Onishi will play "Sonata
in F minor" and "Sonata in D
major’ by Scarlatti; "Fanttisie,
Op. 17" by Schumann; "limyeres" by Debussy and "Chaconne" by Rach-Busoni.

BROADEN YOUR EDUCATION!
Travel will give you new experiences and
new outlooks.
For real excitement, fly south and have
some fun in the sun.
HAWAII$239 inc. fax
7 Days, including round trip airfare,
hotel, and sightseeing.
MEXICO$255 inc. fax
7 Days, including round trip airfare
to Mexico City & Acapulco, hotels
and sightseeing.

T-M TRAVEL AGENCY
60 N. Fist

San Jose

call 293-1033

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
Downtown
65 S. First St.
4

,tos

Sunnyvale

199

In Tokyo, Japan, at the age of
three, she began the rudiments
of piano study with her rnothei
Teiko, an accomplished pianist
and a graduate of the New England Conservatory or 51
Later she was sent to study Will
Miss Alko Iguchi and hgr
NI,O11.11:1Ti
Iguchi. who di Mitsii,
reel, the Ton" School
the leading eole.ervatory "I Japan.
She won the National Competition of Japan, and after this
she appeared before the Empress of Japan at the age of 15.
General Douglas MacArthur. who
was at ,q1111111-.i.rs I iiiit

9

Valley Fair S1,opping Center

Tickets are $2.50 for adults
and $1 for children under 13.
Proceeds will go to the Santa
Clara Philharmonic Orchestra.
Miss Onishi has been on the
SJS staff since September. She
has appeared with the Tokyo
Symphony and the Nippon Philharmonic Orchestra. as well as
in all major cities in Japan and
in 15 cities in the United States.

933

S. tviurphy St.

heard Miss Onishi play in Japan.
He was impressed with her playing and exerted his influence
which led to an invitation to
study at the Eastman School of
Music with Madam Cecile Gen hart. Her work under Madam
Genhart laid the foundation for
the development of her unusual
artistic talent.
She has received the Performer’s Certificate and the Artist’s Diploma, the highest award
bestowed in the field of performance at the Eastman School
of Music. More recently. she has
been studying with Frank Mannheime r, an internationally known artist -teacher.
During the winter of 1964-65,
she had the rare opportunity of
being accepted as an artist student by Dame Myra Hess in
London. Last winter she was
coached by Harold Craxton in
London.

Singer To Appear
At City Auditorium
Singer -pianist Ray Charles and
los orehestra will perform at Ihr
S;111
Civic Auditorium, Friday.
’23, at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets now are on sale at the
San Jose Box Office. 40 W. San
Carlos St.. for $5, $4.50 and $4.
Charles became successful despite almost insurmountable
odds. As six he was blinded and
at fifteen he W;IS OW11.111141.

9

.0.

ttttttt
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SCREEN SCENES

The Lost Weekend’ Portrays
Alcoholism as Social Problem
By JOE DF:VII.IN
Spartan Daily Stall Writer
by
Weekend’
Lost
" ’The
Charles Jackson is an important
sociological document," Dr. Robert McNair, assistant professor
of sociology, sail at Wednesday’s
Faculty Book Talk.
"It is an important work," he
said, speaking before a large
gathering, "because it is an autobiography of an alcoholic who is
a product of our civilization, and
because it is a reflection of
what we are, as a culture."
"The book deals with four
modern conditions of mankind,"
the speaker continued, "guilt,
loneliness, anxiety and meaninglessness."
"Alcoholism is a tremendous
problem in America today," he
said, "and a problem which is
often not admitted. There are
220,000 alcoholics in the Bay
Area," he added, "800,000 in California, and 10,000,000 of them in
the country."
"It is likely that each of us
will be caught up in this kind of
situation in our lifetime," he
said. "and so this novel is something we ought to read, to see
the suffering of an alcoholic, as
well as his insight into contemsirary society."
"The book is a significant

Committee Sets
Friday Deadline
For Study Abroad
SJS students applying to study
under the California State Colleges International iCSCI) Programs during the 1967-68 academic year should turn in application forms to the Activities
Office, ADM174, by Friday, Dec.
9, according to Dr. Sebastian
Cassarino, assistant professor of
foreign language anti chairman
of the SJS Foreign Study Commit tee.
Dr. Thomas 11. Lantos, director of the CSCI program,
will be on campus Tuesday. Interested students who did not
have an opportunity to speak
with Dr, Lantos on his first
campus visit may arrange for individual appointments by signing up at the secretary’s office
in the Department of Foreign
Languages, Bldg. N.
Between Tuesday and Thursday, Dec. 13-15, Dr. Cassarino
adds, each applicant to the program should go to the Department of Foreign Languages to
determine the time of interview
with the Foreign Study Committee of s.ts. Earl, applicant will
be interviewed during the first
Iwo weeks in Jamairy.
The student must affix his
initials beside his name in the
Roster of Applicants In N2A.

COMMA

SURBANK

522 S. Bascom
San Jose
295-7238

"A VERY UNUSUAL PICTURE! BEAUTIFUL!"
mo oft ...... hones soODOIS

UNBELIEVABLE

An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquise Cut diamond beauty; rings that
always stay, never stray .... for maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked, cannot
twist apart or turn. In 14IC white or yellow gold.

lb.moote. I

; . s

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

2 lbs. 894
lb. 694
lb. 794
lb. 854

GROUND BEEF
SLICED BACON
RIB STEAK
BEEF ROAST
FRYERS

lb. 33

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities. Sororities and Boarding Houses

Typewriters
You’ll lose your head
over our
great selection
of new and used
typewriters.
Special Student
Discounts
Free Pick-up
and Delivery

$40 Modern Office Machines
124 E. San Fernando
293-4588

293-5283

All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage
If you are planning to fly anywhere from DECEMBER 8th to
JANUARY 6th

Air fares, round trip, to:
*caw ...scow Ewa,

C.10, C. Ki

"MONDO CANE"

rc0

TOW N E

1433 The Alameda
297.3060
San Jose

NOW

GRAND PRIZE WINNER
1966 CANNES FILM
FESTIVAL’
cats
’ton’s

$217.65
217.65
233.00
249.50
200.00

"All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t. Tex"

HELD OVER 4411 EXCLUSIVE WEEK

SI A Week

Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets

292-7726

4th and Santa Clara

YES

New York
Philadelphia
Washington, D.C.
Boston
Honolulu

EASTIAAOK01.011

$100

r _yeafrie

STATE MEAT MARKET

Co

RESERVE NOWPAY LATER

VALUE!
eitoiez

No Money Down

our own American culture.
"We refuse to admit our sosaid,
he
alienation,"
ciety’s
"just as we refuse to admit the
problem of alcoholism as it exists
in suburbia. We assign thc
drunkard to skid-row," he said,
"and hide from ourselves the
bog that alcoholism is a problem
that occurs in middle and uppercl;iss society."
"Ti) have compassion on the
alcoholics like Don Berman in
’The Lost Weekend’ is the most
crucial thing for us, even mole
important than the cure."

JET
EAST?

Stalet.etalional ’ilea/tea

..99Aaffe
THE FINFST FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

study in the alienation of modern man, and thus important in
the understanding of our own
cultural alienation." he said.
"Three results of alienation in
the individual and society," Dr.
McNair noted, "are separation,
cultural boredom and the loss
of hope, and they are all brought
out in this book."
"’No one ever meets people
in a bar’," Dr. McNair quoted
Tennessee Williams, and continued with a description of the
bored, tired, lonely individual
in "The Lost Weekend" and in

We hdve block space
via TWA and A.A.L.
jets departing Dec. 17,
9 a.m. to the East.

Try Our Convenient
Lay-Away Plan
Now is the time to take advantage of our laraway
plan for our famous week-end special.

RETURN ANY DAY

(

A MAN
ANd A WOMAN

_ STUDIO SAN JOSE

AUTO MOVIE
396 South First
292-6778
-The Professionals"
N. 13th to Wish Rd.
295-5005
-Who s Al, .1,11 L.( Vi, qin;,t Woolf?’
tAisJ
Student Discount Rotes
-A. Ache:leen Do earl, -

SPACE LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED
Nt STAND BY NOT
Elf [(.1 VI. DEC. 15 24 AND
JAN. 2.4

San Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St., San Jose

297-8000

Small Steak
Includes: bowl of chih, green sale 3, poletoer, French
bread and butter.
This weekGyndfree

bowl of chili with any dinner.

Open 24 hours Fridays and Saturdays

Angelo’s Steak House
72 E. Santa Clara

Free parking at 311 S. 3rd St.

A31MLZIMZEURIMEfl

Seek Running Part

4

PA,

I

THE
DOG HOUSE 0
FREE pie or ice cream
with purchase of steak
or chicken dinner.
ANY TIME OF DAY
10 different hot dogs.
Homburgers-shrimprhioken-steaksfountain.
for take-out orders:
287.1184
good food 24 hrs. a day

SJS hask,tl, .11,,n4 hope to be off Auditorium at 8 tonight against
and running
they open the ’66- the University of Arizona.
67 hoop campaign at the Civic
Dany Glines’ team, making
- their first start of the year, would
like to launch with a win over
Why 3rttle for less?
the Wildcats.
New faces will be seen on both
65,000
75,000
sides as both squads have been
BOOKS &
GREETING
hit hard by graduation.

PAPERBACKS

Books Inc...
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winchester
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving ( agornia Since 1851

348 E. Santa Clara St. (at 8th)
-1040( virc

CARDS

Ntfavimott Norodivh-)14

SJS’ Spartan Stadium will be
the scene of the most talked about
Junior College football clash this
season, Saturday, as the unbeaten
City College of San Francisco and
also unbeaten Laney College
elevens meet in the Prune Bowl
Game. The contest is slated to
start at 1 p.m.
Laney has not lost a game in the
two year history of the school,
while the Rams are paced by 0. J.
Simpson, tabbed as the greatest
J.C. player in the country.
Last year in the Prune Bowl.
Simpson scored three times to lead
CCSF to a 40-20 conquest of Long
Beach CC.
The Rams are currently rated
No. 1 in the country for J.C.’s
with Laney No. 2,

6 Reasons Why You Should
Move to West San Jose
1 - 2- & 3 -Bedroom Apartments
2 - All Electric Kitchens with DISHWASHER
3 - 2 Large Pools & 2 Saunas
4 - Indis Oka! Patios
5 - Spacious Grounds

to

San Jose State

For further information please

(ALL 244-0686

CALL NOW!

T-M Travel Agency
"The Most in Traver’

FREE SERVICE
on all Airline
Reservations
Don’t be left lochind when Christmas Vacation begins.
Make your reservations to fly home now, while there is
still space available.

All it takes is a short phone call to T-M
Travel, 293-1033.
or see your

Campus Rep., Bill Riley
60 N. First

287-6973

San Jose

Pre-Holiday Specials
Offer Good Until Dec. 15
111 Major

and Other

Credit Cards Welcome

$1.19

reg.

$1.89

.59

reg.

.89

.67

reg.

.98

Large Ponds Cold Cream

.83

reg.

1.20

60’s Bufferin Tablets

.68

reg.

.95

Maalox A lit Livid Liquid

.97

reg.

1.49

Col Taf Timed Act’
Cold Capsules

.77

reg.

1.19

Boutique Gift Soap-

.59

reg.

I .111

Breck Shampoo, 16 07
Deep heat Bub
Aqua Vels a

fter Shase

serves Dee Denser, Rick Carpenter, Robin Durand and Don McConnell move into the starting
field. The lone starter holdover is
Steve Schlink.
The Wildcats will also open their

S.J. Prune Bowl
Set for Tomorrow

MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS

6 --- Close

STARTIG ROLES

For the Spartans, former re-

Tickets Available
For Soccer Finals
SJS soccer (.1111111 Julie Menendez announced that he has tickets for the final round of the
NCAA championships in Berkeley’s Memorial Stadium Saturday afternoon.
The ducat*, 75 cents for students, are for the 12 noon contest at the University of California.
Michigan State and University
of San Franclsco entered the
playoffs yesterday as the favorites with Array and Long
Island University the remaining
teams entered.
NISI has only a tie with defending champion St. Louis University to mar Its record, while
the Dons have also gone undefeated but were tied by Cal.

F.

0. R. Sponsors

"Why I am Committed
to Non-violence"
faculty -student panel

Coffee Shop

Banana

Special

Split, 39c

year with only one starting re- ’throughout the state, Morrison is
turnee.
I optimistic about the Spartababes
Forward Mike Abound, the prospects.
team’s top scorer and rebounder,
Frosh starters include forwards
is expected to handle the main Bud LeFever and Bernie Veasley,
chores. But the returning starter guards Ray Woodfin and Dave
has been hard pressed by soph Malkin and center Coby Dietrick.
Wayne McDonald, who is expected Another trio of former all-leaguer’
to see plenty of play.
will begin as spectators- but MorJunior college transfers Bill Da- rison plans to move the threesome
vis and John Newsome add height -center Ken Harness and guards
anti experience to the lineup. Davis Dick Utt and Rick Peraltio often.
works the post while Newsome
Leading the baby Wildcats will
16-51 provides exceptional height be "giants" Bill Wilson (6-10) and
at guard.
Jim Van Coevering (6-9).
Besides McDonald, sophomores
counted on to help Arizona improve on last year’s 15-11 record
are Bradley Green 16-31 and Mike
Welton (6-2). Both players, who
worked as guards last year, averaged 21 points on the frosh team.
EAGER TO 1:10
Spartan coach Glines admits the
Wildcats are an unknown quantity, but that’s expected in a season opener. "We’re eager to get
out and see how we can do," he
notes, however.
He is also eager to test the
"new look" style. "We would like
to play as little defense as possible because we are not a physical
team," he states. "This will be a
break in SJS tradition--but I honestly believe this will be our best
hope because of the material we
have."
Hoping to base the offensive
around Schlink, who came to life
late last year, the Spartans promise a new brand of ball. The big
question in the scoring department,
rests from the guard slots.
"I don’t know how much scoring we will get from our outside
men. That could be a problem."

DRUGS
286-6491

Nevi to Lucky Market

210 E. Santa

This coupon is good for 11.1% DISCO! NT on
any food patella.* non until December 31,
1986, EXCEPT on Special Family Night Dinners (Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays).

tear nicattlirartmWeolitioltrinlinmittigatanit \
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TONIGHT

THE MUSIC MAN

By Meredith Wilson
A Production of the Drama and Music Depts.

Performances Tomorrow Night and Dec. 7-10
Matinee Sat., Dec. 10, 2 p.m.
PRICES: Friday & Saturday evenings - S2.50
Wed. & Thur. evenings, and Saturday
Matinee - $2
SJSC STUDENTS HALF PRICE
8:15 p.m.
Phone 294-6414

College Theatre
Box Office Open 1-5 p.m.

morrow.
Five returning lettermen including the outstanding Tony Copolla
help give Jennett an optimistic
outlook for the corning season.
Coppola, a veteran 5-2 who carried the burden of the team scoring last year, returns to pace the
Spartans in his all-around role.
His specialty is the rings.
Steve Brazis, like Coppola a
junior, is expected to add points
on the trampoline for Jennett.
Peter Jacobs, also a junior, specializes in the bar events along
with vaulting.
Palo Alto’s Tim McCarthy has
returned fur his final year of collegiate competition and is rated
the best trampoline performer forthe Spartans.
Jeff Wolfe is the squad’s best
side horse entry and has been
working for all-around honors.
Jennett is also expecting free exercise star Mike Fjelstad to aid
the Spartans this season. Fjelstad,
only a sophomore and the top
frosh gymnast last year, will be
participating in his first big meet
in college competition.

A YAMAHA!!!
A Yamaha sportcycle is one of the

can give as

"ALL-EVERYTHING"
With a lineup of "all-every- tries is Tuesday and weigh-ins will
thing" players from high schools be held the same day, according
to Intramural Director Dan Unruh.
Action starts Wednesday evening
in the annual tournament.

L. Q. Starling, 115; Larry Kubo,
123; Rich Hamm, 130; Gary Lorenz, 145; Joe Silva or Dave Allen,
152; Loren Miller or Gary Ramstetter, 160; Mike Hershfelt, 167;
Roger McClaughry, 177 and Rich
Popejoy, 191, will carry the Spartan colors Saturday.
The frosh fell to Diablo Valley
and Gavilan Wednesday in trimeet scoring, but tied Gavilan in
dual comparisons.
Greg Peterson, 115; Art Kameda,
123; Bob Bailey, 130; Mark Peterson, 137; Jim Fisher, 145; Ralph
Hider, 152; Phil Chan, 160; Mike
Bell, 177; Jim Ferryman, 191, open
for SJS in the frosh division.
Mike Vollmer, wrestling at 160
Wednesday, was the only Spartan
to capture two wins.

SJS Sailing Club
To Unfurl Sails
The SJS Sailing Club will unfurl its sail to the winds of Lake
Merritt in Oakland for the first
official Northern California InterCollegiate Regatta Saturday.
Doldrum Zephyr, a 16 foot Flying Dutchman sailboat, will be
used by the delegates from SJS.
Kent Clark, owner of the craft
and vice president of the club.
stated that the race, in which more
than 10 college and university
teams will compete, will begin at
10:30 a.m.
The race Is free of charge and
open to spectators. SJS will be
entered in both A and B racing
divisions.

Masier
ottvetri
Weetgate Sbopping Center
11,00 Saratoga Ase.
Phone 379.3051

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

/tar,
DIAMOND

&OM
RINGS

Late Model

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Low, Low
Student Rates

"The New Wineskin"
do
10th and San F

Dave Thornton
Baptist College Chaplain
John M. Mors Pastor

AY.

Intramurals

SONNIST_..ne 0.0LFROM $100

You Are Cordially invited to visit our Bridal Registry
and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:
Syracuse Fine China
Crystal Stemware by Holmegaard Bode from Sweden.

FREE - Giant 3x4 foot full -color
WORLD MAP with each
typewriter rental

Sunday, Dec. 4

STATE Rexall

Boasting a more experienced
team than what he had last year.
SJS head gymnastic coach Clair
Jennett takes his gymnasts to the
Sacramento State Invitational to-

CLIP THIS COUPON

nicest things you
a Christmas present. For anyone old
enough to drive, a Yamaha is a ticket to years of fun
and enjoyment. Let us help you choose the Yamaha
sportcycle "just right" for someone who’s special to
you. Yamahas are so easy to ride. (If you can ride a
bicycle you can ride a Yamaha.) Yamaha with proven
oil injection, is the top selling 2-stroke in the U.S.
and is the World 250cc Grand Prix Racing Champion.
Visit us to see the complete line of Yamaha sportcycles. Make it a Yamaha Christmas. Low prices and
easy budget terms. You’ll give the gift that keeps on
going ... and have a merrier Christmas yourself.
BOB CHAVES MOTORCYCLES
Phone 293-1260
The deadline for wrestling en- 676 Auzerais

Tomorrow, Sat., 7 p.m.

8 45 ann.& II a.rn.
Church Service
10 a.m. College Seminar

’Vet’ Gymnasts
In Sacramento
For Invitational

KEATING OUT
Without letterman John Keating,
counted on to supply the longrange artillery, the chore rests
with starter Carpenter and Durand and reserves Tim Holman
and Bob South,
Keating will miss the game because of illness.
Providing most of the muscle
should be Clarence Dee Denzer.
Cited by Glines as "the most improved player on the team," Denser provides the bulk (at 220
pounds) and the height (6-9) for
board control.
In the preliminary contest, Stan itIltttiIlttiilttIttttltlIlitlttltlitIttiltl
Morrison makes his college coach- F.
ing debut as the freshmen take on
Hamilton Field. The frosh contest, beginning at 6 p.m., will precede the varsity encounter.
WRESTLING

Wrestlers To Compete
In Nor-Cal Invitational
Both the varsity and freshman
wrestling squads will see their first
tournament action tomorrow afternoon in the Northern California
Invitational in Spartan Gym.
The varsity matmen meet the
University of Nevada at 4 p.m.
today in their opening dual contest, while the trash lost to Diablo
Valley College and Gavilan in a
tri-meet Wednesday afternoon.
The Spartan varsity tries to get
off on the right foot, against the
young Nevada team, hoping to improve upon last season’s 9-5-1 dual
meet recood.
The 10th annual Invitational, In
which SJS has generally done quite
well, will be divided into varsity
and novice or freshman divisions.
The Spartans have won the tourney In six of the ten years it has
been held, but Cal Poly at San
Luis Obispo is the defending
champ tomorrow.
Wrestling coach Hugh Mumby
expects that the tournament will
give a fair indication of how the
Spartans will fare this season.

SPARTAN DATLY-.4

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara 5t. ONLY

Basketball Opens in Civic Tonight

j
I

.14

!Friday. December2, 1986

Miler
Au/viers

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
57 S. 4th

CY 4-1215

Drive-in

Parking

72 S. First St.
San lose
I’lione 297.0920

Weogate Shopping Center
Mali Santiago Ave.
Phone 379.30SI

.41

Friday. neeemher 2, 1986

0---fsrA RTAN DAILY

Balkan Dance Club Stages Ko/o Festival
Dances from the Balkans v.
he featured from 8 to 12 tonight
in WG101 in a semesterly Eolo

is oisored
Balkan 11.11LcV Club.
Teachers, ethnic
Festival.

collegiate
worship this Sunday at
for the complete

the SJS members and students MU participate in dances from countries
flab such as Yugoslavia, Greece, BidleadelN,
’
! garia, and Rumania. Admission is
25 cents with a student body card,
experience
50 cents without one.
by

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
8:30 IL 11 a.m. - Morning Worship
7 p.m. - Evening Service
Dr. Clarenr R. Sand:,

College Dept. (Spartan Tri.C1
9:45 a.m. - Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum

Barry Kea,.

Meets at Tri.0 Bldg., ltd & San Antonio

14MW14=10m

eeo

on.Am...11.4M..IMI...11..M.M.MIMWOMM114NNID,

First

Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod

374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services
8:15, 9:30 and 11
2 blocks from school
College discussion group: Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292-5404
A. Craig Settlage, Vicar - office 294-7033 - Home 298-3718

"Everyone, dancers as well as
observers, is invited," emphasizes
Janet Imus, Club vice president.
The Kolo (which means line in
the Slavonian language) is a major
activity of the organization.
Costumes may be worn, if desired. Most of the dancers will
wear native or traditional clothing in tune with the country they
represent through dance.
Balkan refreshments will be pinsided by Club m e its be rs and
friends.
The Balkan Club, which meets
every Monday night from 8 to 10.
in Exhibition
mom t lv formed
Group. The dancers have performed for several campus mganizat ions this semosfor.

Director Needed

-0- Job Interviews -0iNTERVIEBS FOR TEACHERS
Hayward Inified
School District. Mon., Dec. 5 for elementary.
and high school teaching positions.
N’ashInglon Unified (Sacranwn(o). Wed., Dec. 7, for elementary
and high school.
Milpitas Elerawntary (Milpitas).
Monday. Dec. 12 for elementary
school hooting positions.
(Watsonville).
Pajaro
Valley
Tuesdoy. Dec. 13 for elementary.
Ferris State College (Big Rapids,
Michigan). Wednesday, Dec. 14 for
college teaching jobs.
Ceres Unified (Ceres, near
Stockton). Tuesday., Dec. 13, for
element;i i mid -year.

Applications for Director of
Week Ci-ftee are now available
at the College Union. They are due
button. Majors in behavioral sciTUF:SDAY
in the Union by Friday, Dec. 16.
pen0 us p a is y. ence, sociology, psychology,
Allstate Insurance
The jobs pays $2.00 an hour for an
Business and liberal arts majors ology. criminology or related field average of 10 hours a week.
wanted in management training, wanted in probation.
accounting. underwriting, :airninisFaculty Mutual Engineering. All
tration and claims.
engineeting. physics and chemistry
FOREIGN STUDENTS!
Stanford University. Chemistry, majors wanted in fire-field protecPACIFIC KING HAS
biochemistry. biology and account- tion.
FAMOUS BRAND
ing majors may apply for positions
APPLIANCES IN STOCK
Dr Soto Chemical. Chemistry
in research, lab work and admin- majors wanted as chemists.
FOR FOREIGN USE:
istration.
220 v / 50 c
Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Majors in geology for
permanent positions and ES degree
FACULTY
for summer positions as exploraSTUDENTS
tion geologists.
ALUMNI
your staff or
I’m
present
County
Adult
Santa Clara
just
ASB card
-----

Special Discount

Movie & Still
*Cameras *Supplies
* Projectors* Equipment
developing - printing

THIS CHRISTMAS PUT SECURITY
IN YOUR STOCKING; INVEST IN
INSURANCE FROM AETNA LIFE.

rentals - repairs

Saa few

For more information, see

Chuck Bamford S.J.S. ’66
556 N. First St.
297-3194

Spartaguide

-as

CAMERA SHOP
245 South First
Prompt and Courteous Service

THE CHOICE OF BUSINESSMEN

WE ALSO HAVE:
WORLD-WIDE
PACKING
SHIPPING
OF APPLIANCES AND
PERSONAL EFFECTS

Pacific King Co.
870 Market

Suite 50
Calif.

San Franeisco,

Phone

986-5609

LIFE &CASUALTY

TODAY
Arab American Club, 4 p.m.,
C11162. Film feature U.A.R. and
Syria will be shown.

FLOWERS

Spartan OriocM, 6:30 p.m., Ann
I Darling Bowl, two blocks east of
I lighvcay 101 and King and McKee Roads. The annual bowling
tournament will be held. Tickets
will he sold at the door, $2 for
members and $2.50 for non-inemhers. A dance at the Women’-.
Gym will follow the howling tournament.

FOR
CHRISTMAS

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
DELTA ZETA

The New VS’Ineskin, tt p.m.- 1
.
KALOKAGOTHIA
sins., The New NVineskin. Inth and
-,!ery, paintings
,
John
singer
Folk
San Fernando.
Welare
in.
All
enterta
will
lict
Del
WANTED: HAIR CUTS. 1’ , raise it, we
F
r Ton barbers.
COnle 10 bring guitars.
ii ,;0. 58
Balkan Da nee ( lub, 8:30-1:
p.m., WG101. Balkan dancing Will
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
he held.
’61 VW BUS. $875. F.

TOMORROW

Surprise that "special someone" with flowers
for Christmas.

r

Make this a very Merry Christmas.

Fernando

2)2-8311

ARE YOU SURE YOU
KNOW WHAT YOU’RE DOING?

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Collegians for EfIlleali011al Re’ 159 SIMCA, imods
$50 or
.-do ’,JO) sIi
aponsilillity ((’ER), 8 p.m., Roosevett Junior High School, 901 E.. PORSCHE VAR
7 ,
’63
,
Santa Clara St., San Jose. Two , ,
.: ellent
i
/,’,
286.0914
films will be presented in rebuttal
to "blaek power" advocate Stokeley (..
66 H.P.
Carmichael. cut ill ed "Anarchy 63 VW
car. 244 l’SA" and "Civil Rights -the Red :gm.. I
Reconst ruct ion.*-54 CADILLAC,
door sedan. Power
and excellent
SUND.11’
Spartan Tr -C, 9.15 :lin. ‘..01111
mir on "Fail Safo.- conduct int I F...
Barry Keiser. minister to
legions, 5:45 p.m. a forum will
he held.
MONDAY

CIGS

15c

Kleenex

tip in each other and

forgetting about everything else.
So, unless you want to make a tnishike, forget about loMI
viten you’re buying a diamond ring.
If piled like some expert help, in fart, go see your’
A rt ( moot :Ott eler. He has bra di ful diamond rings from
$1 TO I o or $1non. Every one has a gemologist’s evnlnatioa
ins’:’: heal on the inner hand. Every One is guaranteed.
:so don’t get cmotinnal at a time like this. Get cnreful.
If mit don’t know ens thing about diamonds, See your

ArtCarved jeweler, lie does.

Ar:t Carved’

HUDSON’S JEWELERS
Smith, First Street

MAN WITH Leukemia needs blood
badly. If you can donate, call 287-1981
after 5 p.m. Transportation to Red Crou
can be provided.

744-516)

65 1.408,

SERVICES 18/

r. 1.--i aiR 0814
ever I P..’
58 CHEVY
Call 258

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability not $67
snnuallv. Dave Towle. 2449600.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis, Only 35c a page. 258-4335.

5 STRING BANJO. I

blonde
.521nagoham

y
man.

798-2235.
s sweaters, 2
r,. Pair of Ser
won,iw-iTh
Worth $125.

15c

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th 6 William
10th 6 Taylor

MATCHING

SKI EQUIPMENT. 2
ISKI
. r
’1
.

5c
Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue ---- 10c
10c
Paper Towels
29c
size
lg.
Crest
w/Minimum Purchase
of $2
and

6th 6 Keyes
13th & Julian

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed. 243.6313.9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
TYPING in my home. Experienced, dependable. reasonable. Phone 294-1313.

WOOD LATHE, $iS Radial Drill Pres,
32" Industrial, $37.50. All new! 241.1943
or 292 0409.
MOLITOR SKI hoots ladies 9, cost $85:
. I $271
lien/ condition. Ternpcc
s- P....
large, $15. Tyrol sus.
’to climb boots, men’s
IWO

3

People in love have a crazy way of getting wrapped

PERSONALS (7)
CUSTOM MADE oontemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore, 354-1273.

’62 VW
r

LOST AND FOUND 16/
FOUND: Woman’s coat picked up by
mistake during blood drive. Claim at
Catholic Women’s Center.

n r
Humanists on Campus, 7:30 p.m.,
C14149.
FOR SALE (31
San Jose State Cycling AS.1110SKIS, pnln. and bird,igs, $41.
P.M., IA115. Planning meetsir bonts, $1.50 Clarinet, $81. 798 2331
ing for a snow trip Der. 18-22
CM Alpha. 7 p.m., Chi Alpha
Student Ceutvr, 101 S 12111 SI,

56

11

r

In San j(11Se
sir miles away, ifs

2nd &

o

421 77,.
International Student Organiza-tion. 8 p.m., JC1.11. An
65 MG MIDGET R’:-1 ’--’
of international entertainment will
.. Less than 7.000 rrilos. Mike
be held with performances from 10 I
378.1160 after 7 p.m.
Call
different countries.
’64 MGB. Driven by lady ;chord
1n.
,sd frorn
22 000 mil.
P.
’The New Viineskin. 7 p.m_ The
’ 9m
red inter’ I , v
lVineskin, NMI and San For153 94(4.
’
’00
ii
lix Stralcnl-faculiy panel
BIG BRUISER,
odor. Four door
W11,
I Am Committed to Non -1
and has good fir,

-MEN. Room for rent, with kitchen priv-inROOM AND BOARD ,n
GIRL NEEDED to share split level apart - ileges. 86 S. 12th St. Call 298-7392.
t in women’s hous10 3 others, $40 per month. 292.
men’
..i..nf over 21. Call
80& aer 6 p.m. 258.8945.
MALE UPPER DIVISION, liberal arts
roommate wanted for apt. $42.50 per
.
to work at Jack-In. NICE ROOM, partly furnished, suitable month. Call 293-0914 after 6 p.m.
WANTED,
TnB
. San Carlos. 11:30 to for one or two. Private, clean. Kitchen
inferred.
2:30.
privileges. 460 Emory. 298-3374.
TWO BEDROOM apt. Unfurnished.
WANTED
o to manage large stu
KENNEDY HALL contract for sale. Rest quiet. Washer & dryer, all electric
7,1. house. Call 292.4745 for of semester and next. Approved apart- kitchen, carpets. $125. Call 266.0618.
ment with 3 girls. 555 S. 10th St. Call TWO MALES needed for 3 bedroom, 4
man apt. Double bedroom, $37 per
GIRLS. ’.. i.d Christmas money/ West- Liz, 287-0443.
HELP! Need female roommate to share month. 295-5022.
.vend wear beautiful I bedroom apartment. $55 a BEAUTIFUL DELUXE apt. for rent. One
-en. 16 14
.,-. 8.12. C
I 286.8258. month. Call 294-7111.
block from SJS. Occupants must leave
BERNAL DELUXE, large, one bedroom immediately. Call 294.8847 after 6 p.m.
Just
unfurnished.
apt. Furnished and
KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT. Spring
HOUSING (5)
painted. $89.50 and up. Near SJS, busi- semester. Must sell, getting married.
ness and shopping, and bus. 93 Bernal Call 284-0822 or 286-1841.
ATTRACTIVE STUDIO apt. for rent. Ave. Call 251.1844 any time.
CAMPUS APARTMENTS. Two bedroom,
$97.50 per month. 475 S. 4th St., Apt. 8. MEN. Nice, single, kitchen, living room, furnished. Immediate occupancy. 555 S.
PRIVATE ROOM & Board. Good food, ’TN. & parking. $40 per month. 532 S. 8t0. 297-4133 after 7 p.m.
quiet. $25 per week. No smoking Of 9th. See Rick or 264.3994.
FRESHLY PAINTED large one bedroom
drinkins. 293-1311. 104 S. I3th St.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share arts. Carpets, drapes, built-ins, refriger
al
atzin,
.A -n,
dand
paid.
y7 Pool,
furnished
apt.
636
S.
9th
bedroom
one
ART STUDIO, al- o ova to. Only half
and
Shopping
.
1:750 pnr month. #1. 4E0 a month. Cell 292-2274 after
bk.
florocre
$98:
unfurnished.
Furnished.
from
5 p.m.
$88. Off Bayshore take McKee Rd. to
LaPala Apt. I. Call 251.6594.

HELP WANTED 141
I I
SALESMEN:
mnn
r
.
Sian.
I
-.1100
,
niter Nov. 25 at McClancl
& up Christmas Tree lot oSan Jose. or call 266.2787
71 I r
PART-TIME
sr, sl

TUTORING: Math, Arith., Algebra, Trig.,
Geometry, Calculus, Sciences, Physics,
Engineering, Chem. Call 295-8041.
TYPING. Fast, accurate, guaranteed. Edit
ing upon request. Call 259-5118.

71-6-1

Ka

OUR eie

To buy, sell, rent Or
announce anything,
just till out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to’ Spartan Daily
PLASSIF1EDS,
.1106, San Jose State
College, San Jose,
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum

Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

One time

Three times Five times

lines
lines
lines
lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

Add this
amount for
each additional line

AO

.50

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Specie
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

12 Announcements (1)
D Automotive (2)

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

O

For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)

The Deadline for
Placing a Classified
Ad in the
Christmas Edition
is Thursday.
December 8th.

TYPING. Prompt, accurate, edited. Electric. 50c a page. Fremont. JAY’S
NESS SERVICE. 792.0404 or 797.2721.

BUSI-

TYPING done in my home. Reasonable
rains. Cell 269-2953.

ornrms
91-$7
/ Road

GN OUR OWN CAPER, fEl.4.A..’1

El Housing (5)

School of
Municipal
my home
what he:-

TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDE WANTED from Mt. View to SJS
Tuesday & Thursday for 7:30 a.m. class.
967 0779, ask for Rich.
RIDE EAST needed for Christmas. New
York, Pennsylvania or Delaware area
Will share expenses. Call 251-1085.
NEED RIDERS to share expenses. Taking
Hwy. 40 thru Colorado ski country then
on into Kansas. Call 377-7763.
RIDE WANTED from SJS to Sunnyvale,
-ml

4 Inl r 71 I

To

place an

de, 716.4119.

ad:

Call at

(6)

I] Lost and Found
Personals (7)
CI Services (8)
ID Transportation (9)

n

LEARN SKYDIVING. Stevens
Sport Parechuting. nekland
Airport, Bldg. 727. 569-5358.
FAST, ACCURATE Typing in
I.B.M. Electric. Thnems, thesis,
you? Call 371-1399.

Classified Adv. Office- J206
Daily
9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.
Address

Name
(Plea, Pr.nt)

City

. Phone

Fee

days.

111.....www.amm

Start act on
Enclosed is $

IDatej -

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
rash or shuck. MAIe check out fo
Spartan Daily Clessifinds.
Phone 2946414, Ect. 24IA

.

